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Cable Television: 
History and Development

q Cable television (also called CATV) was developed in the 
late 1940’s in communities unable to receive television 
signals.

q The cities of Mahanoy City and Lansford, Pennsylvania    
as well as Astoria, Oregon, are credited with having been 
the first set of communities in the U.S. to  offer CATV 
service to its residents.

q What is important about such communities is that it 
provides a basic blueprint of how cable television started   
in the U.S. Each example started as a pragmatic solution   
to the problem of poor television reception. 



Cable Television

q Cable television is wired 
communication to the home. 

q A cable television system   
is a communication system 
that distributes broadcast 
and satellite delivered 
programming by means     
of coaxial and/or fiber optic 
cable to people's homes. 
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Distribution Network
(Hybrid Fiber-Coax Network Architecture)

q The cable distribution network is patterned after a tree and branch 
architecture using a combination of fiber optic and coaxial cable.   
The headend point is the cable system's master receiving site for all 
incoming broadcast and satellite fed programming.  The cable 
operator uses both over-the-air television antennas and satellite earth 
stations to receive, and process all incoming signals.  

q The signals from the headend point are distributed to population 
centers or neighborhoods) on heavy duty cable called trunk lines.  
The trunk lines are generally attached to utility poles. 



Broadband Communication System

q The term “broadband communication”
is frequently used as a synonym for cable 
television.  It describes any technology 
capable of delivering multiple channels     
of service to the home.

q Broadband is also a term used to describe 
the delivery of high speed Internet access 
via a cable modem or DSL.



Cable Television: Business Considerations

qThe business of cable television 
consists of two primary sets of players, 
including:
» 1. The cable television operator                 

and 
» 2. The cable program supplier.



The Cable Operator

q The cable operator is responsible 
for providing cable television 
service to the community. 

q The cable operator packages            
a diverse set of program services 
and charges subscribers a fee 
accordingly.  
» Comcast
» Cox Cable
» Charter Communication



The Program Supplier

q The program supplier is 
responsible for delivering program 
services to the cable operator. 

q A program supplier can include 
both the broadcast television 
networks (CBS, ABC, NBC and 
Fox as well as cable network 
suppliers (CNN, MTV, ESPN etc.) 

q Program suppliers break down 
into two major categories:
» 1) advertiser 
» 2) pay supported services



HBO

q The real move to modern cable television   
began on November 8, 1972, when a fledgling 
company named Home Box Office (HBO) 
began supplying movies to 365 subscribers on 
the Service Electric Cable TV system in   
Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania.

q From the beginning, HBO developed three 
important strategies that helped to promote its 
rapid growth including: 
» The creation of distinct, highly  

differentiated television programming.
» The use of a monthly per channel fee
» The use of microwave and later satellite 

communication (i.e., process innovation)  
for the transmission of long-haul           
television programming.



HBO  cont.
q The principle of advertiser supported “free” television          

was firmly engrained in the minds’ of the American public.  
What HBO did was change public perception about the 
nature of television entertainment. HBO offered a uniquely 
innovative service emphasizing recently released movies 
and other specialized entertainment that could not be found 
elsewhere on the general airwaves.  

q While HBO was not the first company to introduce a 
monthly per channel fee service, they were the first to make 
it work successfully.  Thus marked the beginning of pay 
television entertainment. 



Principle of Cable Networking

q HBO utilized microwave and later satellite communications 
for the transmission of programming, rather than distribution 
by videotape.  Prior to HBO, there was no precedent for the 
extensive use of satellite delivered programming in the U.S.  
HBO's 1975 decision to use satellite communications was 
significant in two ways.  

q First, it demonstrated the feasibility of using satellite 
communication for long haul television distribution.  As a 
consequence, HBO was able to create an efficient distribution 
network for the delivery of its programming to cable operators.  

q Second, the development of the satellite/cable interface would 
usher in a whole new era of cable programmers that were 
equally capable of leasing satellite time and delivering their 
programs directly to cable operating systems, including: 
ESPN, 1979; CNN, 1980; and MTV, 1981.  



Cable Networking cont.

q Thus was born the principle 
of cable networking;         
that is, television programs  
designed exclusively for 
cable operating systems                  
(and later direct broadcast 
satellite systems).



Broadcasting and Cable

q Historically, the relationship between 
broadcasters and the cable industry can be 
considered antagonistic.  

q Beginning in the early 1980’s, the U.S. under 
the Reagan administration actively promoted 
the cause of economic deregulation.          
The passage of the Cable Act of 1984 was 
especially important to the cable industry.



Cable Television’s Impact on Broadcasting

q Principle of Cross-media ownership
q One of the direct consequences of increased 

programming choices is that many of today’s 
transnational media companies own both broadcast 
networks as well as cable television program 
services as well as operating systems. Examples:
» Walt Disney Company – ABC Television, ESPN Cable
» Viacom – CBS Television, MTV, BET, Nickelodeon Cable
» Comcast – NBC Television, MSNBC Cable and Comcast

cable operating systems



Cable Economics

q Cable television is often considered a natural 
monopoly; that is, a one of a kind service in  
the community in which it operates.  

q Obligations:
» Must provide service on a nondiscriminatory basis
» Must maintain quality level of service

q Rights:
» Is allowed to make all programming decisions
» Is allowed to make sufficient return on investment



Cable Television Penetration Rate

q In the U.S. today, cable 
television is the primary means 
of delivering broadband 
television services to the home.  

q Cable television is available              
in approximately 43 million 
U.S. homes.

q Cable provides high-speed 
Internet access to an estimated 
82 million households and 
business enterprises. 



Cable Internet and Television Services                  



Cable Television Franchise

q A cable television system operates under  
the auspices of a franchise agreement.     

q A cable television franchise is a contractual 
agreement between the cable operator and 
local government which defines the rights 
and responsibilities of both parties in the 
construction and operation of the cable 
system.



Franchise Fee

q One of the cable operator's important 
responsibilities, includes the requirement to 
pay a franchise fee to the local community 
in which it operates.  The franchise fee 
cannot exceed 5% of the cable operator's 
gross annual revenues.   



Cable Television Franchise Renewal

q A cable television franchise 
comes up for renewal 
approximately every ten to 
twelve years.  

q At that time, the cable 
operator and the said 
community are both obligated 
to negotiate a new franchise 
agreement that will outline 
the requirements  and 
expectations of both parties.  



Cable Marketing
q The most basic problem facing the cable manager is how to 

balance the need for creating a diverse set of program services  
with the cost acquiring such programming.  

q In short, how many program services are enough to satisfy the 
customer and give perceived value  to the product?

q One of the important goals of cable marketing is to maximize   
long term subscriber growth and profits. 
» 1. Marketing New Subscribers
» 2. Retaining  Old  Subscribers

– The cable operator must also ensure that current subscribers will 
continue to renew their subscription.

– Retention marketing has to do with understanding the reasons why 
subscribers cancel their service and taking the necessary steps in     
order to keep one's customers satisfied.



Understanding Cable Churn

q Cable operators use the term “churn” to describe 
audience turnover or cancellation of service.  
While a certain amount of disconnect activity is 
unavoidable, there are several reasons that 
contribute to churn activity.
» 1. General dissatisfaction with the service
» 2. Perceived duplication of programs
» 3. Cost of service
» 4. The availability of good substitutes (i.e., OTT)
» 5. Poor customer service



Customer Service

q An important way that cable operators can avoid 
the problems associated with churn is through 
good customer service.

q The customer service representative (CSR) serves 
as the vital link between the cable operator and the 
customer.  The CSR is the contact person for 
» 1. Orders and installation 
» 2. Service repair
» 3. Answering customer complaints

– Troubleshooting problems
– Quality of Service



Cable Television Influence

q Cable television has fundamentally changed 
the American television landscape in five 
important ways.  They include:
» 1.  Increasing the level of consumer choice
» 2.  Narrowcasted television services
» 3.  Leveling the electronic playing field
» 4.  Exercising a critical gatekeeping function
» 5.  Provides the foundation for tomorrow’s   

smart homes and cities.



Broadband Delivery

� The term broadband refers to high-speed Internet access 
and multichannel television to the home Broadband is the 
great infrastructure challenge of the 21st century.  

� Like electricity a century ago, broadband is a foundation   
for economic growth, job creation, global competitiveness 
and enhanced quality of living.  It is enabling entire new 
industries and unlocking vast possibilities for the future. 

� This has proven especially true for remote working 
from home (during Covid-19 and thereafter) as well 
as the development of over-the-top video streaming
services.



High Speed Internet Access
v The demand for high-speed Internet access       

and HDTV has prompted today’s cable 
operators to upgrade their systems using a 
combination of fiber optic and coaxial delivery 
systems.  These hybrid fiber-coaxial (HFC 
networks) greatly enhance the speed and 
reliability of cable information services.  

v The gateway into the user’s home or business   
is the cable modem. This is at heart of smart 
home design and makes possible the Internet   
-of-Things.

v The Internet-of-Things (IOT) describes the 
network of physical objects (television sets, 
energy monitoring, refrigerators, lighting)         
that are embedded with sensors, software,         
and other technologies for the purpose of 
connecting and exchanging data with other 
devices within the user’s home or business.



Video-on-Demand
q Video-on-demand (VOD) represents a category of television and 

entertainment services capable of downloading feature films and concerts 
on request.  

q Pay-per-view (PPV) television represents a subcategory of Video on 
Demand services.  PPV involves charging the customer by the program 
rather than by the service or channel.  PPV has proven an excellent 
strategy for special event programs, including: 
» Professional boxing and wrestling
» Feature films
» Music concerts
» Adult entertainment

q PPV television is not a new idea. Early attempts at PPV can be traced 
back to the 1950’s and the early subscription television systems involving 
traditional broadcast television. 

q OTT Video Streaming Services



Over-the-Top (OTT)

q Over-the-Top (OTT) video services is television programming 
that can be video streamed via the Internet to both smart homes as 
well as various kinds of mobile devices including smartphones, 
tablets and laptop computers.  

q What motivates a person to select an OTT service is choice, 
control and cost.  Consumers can select what they want to 
watch and when they want to watch it.  OTT gives new meaning 
to the term video on demand.  



OTT Increased Viewership

q The success of Netflix proved to be a catalyst for change        
by opening up the door for other OTT video services, including 
Amazon Prime, Disney Plus, HBO Max to name only a few. 

q More and more subscribers are dropping 
cable television in larger numbers than ever 
before. This is especially true for a younger 
generation of viewers who have switched 
exclusively to watching OTT video streaming
or watching them in combination with free TV.  
They have become what we call “cord cutters.”



Top Ten Video Subscription Services                  



Smart Homes
q The term smart homes speaks to the future          

of how residential dwellings of the future will 
be equipped to service users through the 
power of enhanced information services.

q The cable industry is currently undergoing            
a major redefinition as to its core business. 
Today’s cable operator has become much 
more than a purveyor of television 
entertainment.  Rather, the delivery of 
broadband communication services makes 
possible a whole host of utility and value 
added services, including: remote working 
from home, education, public safety, health 
care, energy monitoring, electronic commerce.

q Also important to the discussion, is the 
principle of Internet of Things (IOT)



Smart Homes
. 

Multichannel Television Entertainment
Basic and Premium Services
High Definition Television

Video on Demand
OTT Video Streaming

High-Speed Internet Access
Email

Electronic Commerce
Remote Working From Home

Music Streaming
OTT Video Streaming

Electronic Banking
Education, Training and Research

Internet of Things
Energy Monitoring

Automated lighting system
Monitor individual appliance use
Track overall gas and electric use

Security and Health
Video cameras / surveillance

Monitoring patient care
First Alert response / crisis

Cable Telephony
Voice communication

Video Telephone Service



Cable Television: The Future

q In a multichannel universe, the origins               
of entertainment, information and utility 
based services become less distinguishable.                
The future of electronic media will come           
to include a variety of entertainment and 
information based services and give new 
meaning to the term “programming.”


